FinTech Summer Projects: Call for Students

The Financial Innovation Hub (FinHub) in Advanced Analytics at the University of Toronto is looking for University of Toronto students to work with an industry sponsor during summer 2018 on a FinTech project.

Integrated Business and Technology Student Teams

Each project will be assigned an integrated team of management and technology students consisting of four masters or undergraduate students -- Rotman, engineering and computer science students. Each team will have a faculty mentor.

Flexible Work Terms

Each student works approximately 500 hours during 3-4 months. The first projects will commence in May 2018. Later on this year, projects will be available for the fall 2018 and spring 2019 terms as well. Students can get academic credit for the projects.

Examples of Project Topics

Brief examples of project topics include:

- Using bank customer data to construct leading indicators for macro trends.
- Textual analysis of news stories to guide real-time decision-making.
- Comparing default prediction from machine learning with standard models.
- Predicting most likely next sale from past customer purchases.

More examples can be found here:

http://www.rotman.utoronto.ca/FacultyAndResearch/ResearchCentres/FinHub

To be considered for a project you MUST Complete this Form by March 1:

https://www.research.net/r/finhubstudentssignup

Rotman FinHub is Supported by the Rotman Catalyst Fund, TD, and the Global Risk Institute